SOUL MEETS BODY
As recorded by Death Cab For Cutie
(From the 2005 Album PLANS)

Transcribed by JB

Words and Music by Ben Gibbard
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Verse 1

*passing chord

Gtrs I, III

*chords in parenthesis reflect overall tonality

(all guitars: Capo V)

see performance notes

*chords in parenthesis reflect overall tonality
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**Verse 2**

- **Am**
- **Am11**
- **C/G**

*Riffs A, B played 3x

**Chorus 1**

- **(Am7)**
- **(C)**
- **(G)**
- **(Am7)**
- **(C)**
- **(G)**

Gtr II *mf* (acoustic gtr., direct input)

*let ring* 

**D**

- **(Am7)**
- **(Am)**
- **(C/E)**
- **F5**
- **(C/G)**
- **(G)**

*let ring* 
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**E Interlude**

Gtrs I, III

\[
\text{Am} \quad \text{Am11} \quad \text{C/G} \quad \text{Am11}
\]

**Verse 3**

\[
\text{Am} \quad \text{Am11} \quad \text{C/G} \quad \text{Am11}
\]

*Riffs A, B played 3x*

**Chorus 2, 3**

\[
\text{(Am7)} \quad \text{(C)} \quad \text{(G)} \quad \text{(Am7)} \quad \text{(C)} \quad \text{(G)}
\]

*Gtr II mf*

\[
\text{let ring} \quad \text{let ring}
\]

(piano arr. for gtr., Capo V)